Hypomorphic mutations in the X-linked human NEMO gene result in various forms of anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia with immunodeficiency. NEMO function is mediated by two distal ubiquitin binding domains located in the regulatory C-terminal domain of the protein: the coiled-coil 2-leucine zipper (CC2-LZ)
domain and the zinc finger (ZF) domain. Here, we investigated the effect of the D406V mutation found in the NEMO ZF of an ectodermal dysplasia with immunodeficiency patients. This point mutation does not impair the folding of NEMO ZF or mono-ubiquitin binding but is sufficient to alter NEMO function, as NEMOdeficient fibroblasts and Jurkat T lymphocytes reconstituted with full-length D406V NEMO lead to partial and strong defects in NF-B activation, respectively. To further characterize the ubiquitin binding properties of NEMO ZF, we employed di-ubiquitin (di-Ub) chains composed of several different linkages (Lys-48, Lys-63, and linear (Met-1-linked)). We showed that the pathogenic mutation preferentially impairs the interaction with Lys-63 and Met-1-linked di-Ub, which correlates with its ubiquitin binding defect in vivo. Furthermore, sedimentation velocity and gel filtration showed that NEMO ZF, like other NEMO related-ZFs, binds mono-Ub and di-Ub with distinct stoichiometries, indicating the presence of a new Ub site within the NEMO ZF. Extensive mutagenesis was then performed on NEMO ZF and characterization of mutants allowed the proposal of a structural model of NEMO ZF in interaction with a Lys-63 di-Ub chain.
The NF-B pathway represents a prototypic example of a signaling pathway in which integration of multiple types of ubiquitination is required to activate NF-B transcription factors (1, 2) . In unstimulated cells, NF-B transcription factors interact with inhibitors of the IB family, and the resulting complexes are inactive in the cytoplasm. Stimulation of cells with a variety of stimuli, including inflammatory cytokines (TNF, IL-1) and toll-like receptor (TLR) ligands, leads to the activation of the IB kinase (IKK) 4 complex composed of two kinases (IKK-␣ and IKK-␤) and a non-catalytic regulatory protein called NEMO (NF-B essential modulator, also known as IKK-␥). The active IKK complex phosphorylates the IB proteins, promoting their Lys-48-linked ubiquitination and degradation by the proteasome. This allows NF-B to enter into the nucleus and induce the transcription of target genes involved in immunity, inflammation, cell survival, and apoptosis regulation.
Although efforts over the past few years have yielded considerable structural data related to the IKK complex, the in vivo NEMO-dependent mechanism of IKK activation remains ambiguous. This is likely due to the fact that NEMO may use multiple mechanisms to orchestrate IKK activation. NEMOdependent IKK activation can be achieved by IKK trans-autophosphorylation and/or by an upstream kinase such as TGF-␤-activated kinase 1 (TAK1). However, TAK1 does not represent the sole upstream kinase involved in IKK activation (3) , and its requirement depends on the cell type (4) .
In all models of NEMO-dependent IKK activation, (transautophosphorylation, TAK1-induced phosphorylation, and a concerted mechanism) full NF-B and IKK activation depend on the ability of NEMO to interact with ubiquitin chains such as linear (5) , Lys-63 chains (6) , and Lys-63/linear hybrid chains (7) as well as its ability to form higher order, oligomeric signaling complexes (1, 8) . The ubiquitin binding activity requires NEMO dimerization and depends on two ubiquitin binding domains (UBD); one is located in the C-terminal coiled-coil domain, referred to as NOA/UBAN domain (also called NUB or CC2-LZ); the other is located in the C-terminal zinc finger (ZF) domain. Both NEMO UBD are separated by an unstructured Pro rich linker of 50 residues. Although numerous reports have sought to characterize the NOA domain, the properties of the NEMO ZF UBD are still poorly understood. Recently, it has been shown that the NEMO ZF, but not the NOA/UBAN domain, plays a crucial role in IKK␤ activation through the binding to mono-ubiquitylated PKC⑀ in EGF signaling (9) .
The critical role of NEMO ZF in the NF-B pathway has been established by showing that NEMO ZF mutants are neither able to restore TNF-induced-NF-B activation in NEMO-deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) (10) nor NF-B activation triggered by genotoxic stress in NEMO-deficient Pre-B lymphocytes (11) . Importantly, this NF-B activation could be restored in NEMO-deficient T or MEF cells in response to several stimuli when the NEMO ZF domain was replaced with other ZFs known to interact with ubiquitin such as the ubiquitin-binding zinc finger (UBZ) domain of Werner helicase-interacting protein 1 (WRNP1), providing strong evidence that the essential, if not unique, function of NEMO-ZF is to interact with ubiquitin (12) . Recently, a new role of NEMO ZF was reported in which the ZF functions as a docking site to enhance the IB␣ substrate specificity for IKK␤. However, it is difficult to envision how ZF can achieve this function at a structural level given the dimeric or tetrameric crystal structure of IKK␤ (13) .
UBDs based on small ZF modules can structurally be divided into three classes: Npl4 zinc finger (NZF), A20-like zinc finger (A20 Znf), and ubiquitin-binding zinc finger (UBZ). The structure of the NEMO ZF domain has been solved by NMR (14) , and a model has been proposed for the interaction with monoubiquitin based on NMR chemical shift perturbations with 15 N-labeled mono-ubiquitin and mutagenesis data (15) . Like many UBD domains, the NEMO ZF binds the mono-ubiquitin via the hydrophobic patch around Ile-44 of ubiquitin. This interaction occurs via the hydrophobic side of the ZF ␣-helix in a similar manner as ZF of the ubiquitin binding zinc finger (UBZ) class (16) .
Several crystal structures of NZF and A20-like zinc finger domains in interaction with a di-Ub chain or three mono-ubiquitins have recently emerged. Among them, NZF domains of TAB2/TAB3 (17, 18) and A20 ZnF4 bind to Lys-63-linked ubiquitin chains (19) , whereas the NZF domain of the HOIL-1L subunit of LUBAC complex and A20 Zn7 exhibits linkage specificity for linear ubiquitin chains (20, 21) . For all of them, linkage specificity is not provided by a direct recognition of ZF binding determinants with the Lys-63 or linear linkage but rather by linkage-dependent spatial conformations taken by different di-ubiquitins. Interestingly, although all ZF UBDs interact with the canonical Ile-44-based surface of one ubiquitin, they use different binding surfaces on adjacent ubiquitins to achieve their linkage specificity.
A few years after its discovery, mutations within the gene encoding NEMO were found to be associated with the X-linked human diseases incontinentia pigmenti and immunodeficiency with or without anhydrotic ectodermal dysplasia (ID or EDA-ID) (2) . To decipher the NEMO-dependent mechanism of IKK and NF-B activation, we previously investigated in detail how EDA-ID and incontinentia pigmenti mutations affect NEMO function. None of these mutations leading to defects of NF-B activation affects NEMO expression. We showed that A288G and Glu-315 EDA-ID mutations as well as A323P incontinentia pigmenti mutation in CC2-LZ, whether or not in the NOA/ UBAN binding site, strongly reduce folding and stability of NEMO oligomers (dimers and higher order oligomers), thereby leading to a defect in its ubiquitin binding activity (22) as well as in its TRAF6-induced Lys-63 ubiquitination (23) . In the case of the C417F EDA-ID mutation in ZF domain, the solution structure of the mutant by NMR revealed a disordered region with an important loss of stability, providing a structural basis to explain the EDA-ID phenotype (14) . Nevertheless, all pathogenic mutations do not affect the stability of NOA or ZF domains. New patient mutations in the NOA site were recently identified that, contrary to previously studied mutations, do not affect folding but specifically impair interactions with Lys-63-linked and linear poly-Ub chains (24) .
Here we investigated the effect of the D406V mutation previously reported in the NEMO ZF of an EDA-ID patient. This D406V patient exhibited typical signs of EDA (absence of sweat glands, paucity of hair follicles, and dry scaly skin) with a deficiency in B-cell switching in response to CD40 activation (25) . We showed that this mutation does not alter in vitro the folding of ZF or mono-Ub binding, although the mutation strongly reduced the NF-B activation in Jurkat T lymphocytes and to a lesser extent in MEF fibroblasts. A thorough analysis of the ubiquitin properties of WT and mutant NEMO ZF showed that the mutation in vitro alters the binding with Lys-63 and linear di-ubiquitin, which correlates with its ubiquitin binding defect in vivo. Extensive mutagenesis on the ZF was then undertaken to localize a new ubiquitin binding site to which Asp-406 belongs, and a model of ZF⅐Lys-63 di-Ub complex was proposed. Finally, we further verified the functional importance of the second Ub site of NEMO ZF for NF-B activation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Plasmids, ZF Peptides, Antibodies, and Reagents-pcDNA3 plasmids (Invitrogen) encoding human FLAG-WT NEMO and its mutants ⌬ZF (ZF deletion), D406V, F395S, and F395W and the pGEX4T2-di-Ub plasmid (GE Healthcare) encoding linear di-ubiquitin were prepared using conventional molecular cloning and PCR mutagenesis methods as described previously (22, 26) . pLenti6.4/R4R2/V5-DEST-based plasmids (Invitrogen) encoding FLAG-WT and FLAG-D406V NEMO and a pET52b3C/LIC plasmid (Merck Millipore) encoding StrepTag IItagged human ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2-25K-C170S were prepared using Gateway Technology and Ligation Inde-pendent Cloning methods, respectively, following the manufacturer's instructions. pGEX-Ubc13 (18894) and pET16b-Mms2 (18893) were provided by Addgene (Cambridge, MA). NF-B luciferase reporter and pcDNA3-FLAG-NEMO-⌬ZF plasmids as well as pEF1-␤gal plasmid to normalize transfection have been previously described (15) . Unlabeled and N-terminal fluorescein-labeled-NEMO ZF (residues 392-419), ABIN2 ZF (residues 399 -429), and NRP ZF (residues 549 -577) peptides (Ͼ98% purity) were purchased from Covalab (Villeurbane, France). MALDI mass spectroscopy confirmed the fluorescein/ZF peptide molar ratio of 1 to 1 for all fluorescein-labeled peptides. Antibodies against the following proteins or tags were: anti-ubiquitin (U0508, Sigma), anti-FLAG M2 (F3165, Sigma), anti-StrepTag II (Merck Millipore), anti-IB␣ (#4814, Cell Signaling), and anti-GST (ABN116, Merck Millipore). Cells were incubated with Polybrene (Sigma), TNF-␣ (BD Pharmingen), IL-1␤ (BD Pharmingen), or LPS from Salmonella abortus (Sigma). Homemade antibodies against NEMO (B24) and nucleoside diphosphate kinase B (NDPK-B) were previously described in Ref. 14 (27) were grown in DMEM, and Jurkat T cells (JM4.5.2; Ref 28) were cultured in RPMI supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (50 units/ml), and streptomycin (50 g/ml) as previously described (22, 29) . NEMO-deficient Jurkat T and 293T cells were transiently transfected using FuGENE HD (Roche Applied Science) and Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), respectively, according to the manufacturer's instructions. Retroviral transduction of NEMO-deficient MEFs with pLenti6.4 NEMO constructs was described elsewhere (26) . Immunoprecipitation, Western blotting, and NF-B luciferase reporter assay were performed as previously described (15) .
Ubiquitin Expression and Purification of Various ProteinsUbc13 and linear di-Ub expressed as a glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion protein and His-Mms2 were purified from soluble bacterial extracts with glutathione Sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare) and nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid resin (Qiagen) depending on the tag according to the manufacturer's instructions. StrepTagII-E2-25K-C170S was purified from insoluble bacterial extracts, solubilized by 6 M urea in 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM dithioerythritol, and centrifuged at 17,000 ϫ g for 15 min at room temperature. The desired protein was then refolded by dilution (0.8 M urea) and purified using a 10-ml streptactin column according to the manufacturer's instructions (Qiagen). After appropriate protease cleavage (thrombin or HRV 3C protease), the GST and StrepTagII fragments were removed by repeating the affinity purification step. After purification, all proteins were concentrated and stored at Ϫ80°C. Lys-63-and Lys-48-di-Ub were enzymatically produced according to the protocol derived from the one described in Komander et al. (29) . Briefly, 1 mM mono-Ub (Boston Biochem) was incubated for 4 h at 37°C with 0.1 M E1 and 4 -30 M E2 (E25K-C170S for Lys-48-linkage and Mms2-Ubc13 for Lys-63-linkage) in reaction buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM creatine phosphate, 0.6 units/ml inorganic phosphate, 0.6 units/ml creatine phosphokinase, 2.5 mM ATP, and 0.5 mM dithioerythritol. The reaction mixtures were then stopped by the addition of 5 mM dithioerythritol and 1 mM EDTA and acidified to pH 4.5 with 2 N acetic acid before loading on a Resource S column (6-ml GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer 50 mM ammonium acetate buffer, pH 4.5 containing 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM dithioerythritol. The desired chain length of Ub chains was recovered by elution using a 240-ml gradient of NaCl (0 -0.6 M). Fractions containing the desired di-Ub were concentrated by ultrafiltration (Amicon Ultra, Millipore) and extensively dialyzed twice against 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, containing 150 mM NaCl before freezing at Ϫ80°C. All protein concentrations were determined either by the method of Bradford or by absorbance at 280 nm using extinction coefficients deduced from the amino acid sequence.
NEMO ZF Polyubiquitin Binding Assays-293T cells (2.5 ϫ 10 6 ) transiently transfected with pcDNA3 plasmids containing the WT or mutant FLAG-NEMO or with an empty plasmid were lysed at 4°C in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, containing 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithioerythritol, and 1% Triton X-100 (LB buffer) supplemented with an EDTA-free protease inhibitor mixture. After centrifugation, crude extracts were incubated at 4°C for 90 min with anti-FLAG M2 agarose beads, and the beads were washed 3 times with the LB buffer before elution with the FLAG peptide (2 mg/ml). The recovered supernatant was then incubated overnight at 4°C with His-DARPin (1D5) immobilized on nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid magnetic agarose beads (100 l, Qiagen). After 2 washes with LB buffer containing 0.2% Triton X-100, nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid beads were incubated for 90 min at 4°C with linear, Lys-48 or Lys-63 tetraubiquitin chains (each at a concentration of 36 M) in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, containing 200 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, 10% glycerol, and 20 mM imidazole (buffer B). After extensive washing in buffer B, the ubiquitin complexes were eluted with 0.5 M imidazole, and the amount of ubiquitin bound was analyzed by immunoblotting with an antiubiquitin antibody.
Size Exclusion Chromatography-Before size exclusion chromatography analysis, all fluorescein-labeled ZF peptides were allowed to fold in binding assay buffer A, consisting of 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM dodecyl maltoside, 1 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, and 0.6 mM ZnCl 2 . To analyze the interaction between the WT F-ZF (20 M) and its D406V mutant (20 M) with either mono-Ub (20 M) or various forms of di-Ub (20 M Lys-48-, Lys-63, or linear), size exclusion chromatography was performed at 4°C by loading 400-l samples on a Superdex 75 10/300 HR column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated at a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min in the binding assay buffer A without ZnCl 2 . The molecular mass calibration curve of the column was determined in the same buffer using the following standard globular proteins: BSA, ovalbumin, chymotrypsinogen A, ribonuclease A, cytochrome, and aprotinin. The protein elution volume was monitored at 280 nm, whereas the fluorescein-labeled WT and mutant ZFs (free and bound) was monitored at 485 nm. The respective elution volume of F-ZF and various forms of ubiquitin (mono-Ub, Lys-63-, Lys-48-, and linear di-Ub) were determined by loading the protein sample alone. When the ZF⅐ubiquitin complex is well-separated from free ZF and free mono-or di-Ub, binding stoichiometry of the complex could be accurately determined by calculating the absorbance ratio of the complex at 485 and 280 nm using extension coefficients of 41 42 ,000 rpm for 6 h using an AN50 Ti rotor containing 12-mm path-length epoxy double-sector cell filled with 400 l of sample and 410 l of reference buffer. Sedimentation profiles were recorded from absorbance measurements at 280 nm for individual proteins, whereas those of samples containing a mixture of ZF and different forms of ubiquitin (mono-ubiquitin, Lys-63-, Lys-48-, or linear di-ubiquitin) were recorded from the specific absorbance of the fluorescein-labeled ZF at 440 nm in combination with interferometric measurements obtained from the on-board Rayleigh interferometer. The partial specific volume (v bar ) as well as the extinction coefficient (⑀) at 280 nm of ZF and different di-ubiquitins were calculated at 20°C from their amino acid composition using Sednterp software Version 1.09. Similarly, the density and the viscosity of the buffer were calculated with the same software. Differential sedimentation coefficient distributions c(s) were determined using the software SEDFIT 13.0b (31) . The stoichiometry of different ubiquitin⅐ZF complexes were determined using both interferometric and absorbance data as previously described (32) . The ⑀ value for the fluorescein-labeled ZF at 440 nm and at pH 7.5, calculated from its absorbance spectra, was 4,700 M Ϫ1 ⅐cm Ϫ1 and 0 for all ubiquitins, whereas the refractive increment for all proteins was 0.185 ml⅐g Ϫ1 . Binding Affinity Measured by Fluorescence PolarizationFluorescence polarization (FP) measurements were recorded on a Tecan microplate reader infiniteR F500 (Tecan France S.A.S) at 25°C using a 485-nm excitation filter and a 535-nm emission filter (fluorescein) in binding assay buffer A in the presence or absence of 0.6 mM ZnCl 2 . For the fluorescein-labeled WT and D406V F-ZF, titrations were carried out using three independent concentrations of peptides (0.1, 1, and 10 M) and increasing concentrations of different types of ubiquitin (mono-Ub, Lys-63-, Lys-48-, and linear di-Ub) from 0 to 1000 M. For all other ZF mutant peptides, binding assays were performed using a F-ZF concentration of 0.1 M and a variable concentration of ubiquitin from 0 to 500 M. Each experiment was performed at least in duplicate. We verified that no correction of the FP data was needed because no significant alteration of the fluorescein quantum yield was observed upon binding. To assess nonspecific binding (NS), similar experiments were performed using a fixed concentration of the fluorescein alone, or a fixed concentration of the fluorescein-labeled ZF without ZnCl 2 (unfolded F-ZF). In these latter experiments the weak deviation of the FP signal, which varies linearly with ubiquitin concentration, can be fitted according to a linear function with a slope of 0.01-0.04 millipolarization units (mP)/M depending on the type of ubiquitin. Curve-fitting of the FP data represented as the fraction of bound labeled ZF (26) includes this NS component and was done by nonlinear regression using the equation P obs ϭ P max ⅐Ubi/(K D ϩ Ubi) ϩ NS⅐Ubi ϩ P 0 to solve the dissociation constant (K D ) given P max (polarization after saturation with ubiquitin), Ubi (ubiquitin concentration), NS (nonspecific binding component), P 0 (polarization in the absence of ubiquitin), and P obs (polarization at a given concentration of ubiquitin). It should be noted that a binding model with two similar, non-interacting binding sites is like a singlesite binding model except for the inclusion of the complex stoichiometry. The binding Gibbs free energy of each ZF⅐ubiquitin complex was calculated at 20°C by the equation ⌬G ϭ ϪRTln(1/K D ), where R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin. The effect of the mutation was assessed from the difference in binding Gibbs free energy between the mutant and the WT as ⌬⌬G mu-wt ϭ ⌬G mut Ϫ ⌬G wt. In competition experiments by unlabeled NEMO ZF, experimental data were fitted according to the binding equation
. Note that the IC 50 , which can be simplified to IC 50 
, is approximately equivalent to the inhibition constant of unlabeled peptide (K I ) under these conditions as the ratio fluores-
Zinc Ion Colorimetric Titration Assay-To determine the zinc content of the WT and D406V ZF, a colorimetric 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol metal binding assay was used as described in Ref. 33 . In brief, the WT and D406V synthetic peptides were first refolded for at least 1 h in buffer A containing 0.6 mM ZnCl 2 , and extensively dialyzed against the same buffer without ZnCl 2 to remove unbound zinc. Protein samples (5-20 M) were then incubated for 30 min at room temperature with 10 mM hydrogen peroxide to completely release the zinc ion before adding 0.1 mM 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol. The amount of the released zinc was determined by quantitating the (4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol) 2 -Zn 2ϩ complex at 492 nm from a calibration curve, calculated from the known concentrations of ZnCl 2 .
Fluorescence Spectroscopy-Tryptophan fluorescence measurements of both WT and D406V ZF(W) were recorded on a PTI multimodular QuantaMaster spectrofluorimeter (PTI, Lawrenceville, NJ) at 20°C in buffer A with or without 0.6 mM ZnCl 2 . The emission spectra and the fluorescence quantum yields were obtained using an N-acetyl tryptophanamide (Sigma) standard as described previously (15) .
Structural Modeling-The ZF⅐Lys-63 di-Ub complex shown in Fig. 7 , A and B, was generated using the standard protocols implemented in HADDOCK 2.0 (34) with initial atom coordinates of NEMO ZF and Lys-63 di-Ub (Protein Data Bank (PDB) entries 2JVX and 2WWZ, respectively). The ambiguous restraints were defined on the basis of the mutagenesis data on NEMO ZF shown in this study and of the NMR data on ubiquitin described previously (15) . NEMO residues were considered as "active residues" in the HADDOCK procedure when mutations induce a difference of binding free energy Ͼ1 kJ⅐mol Ϫ1 . During docking calculations, side chains and back-bone flexibility (semi-flexible segments) were included both in the proximal and distal ubiquitins (6 -12, 32-39, 42-48, 66 -72) . In addition, the C-terminal tails and Lys-63 of the proximal ubiquitin were allowed to move during all stages of simulated annealing (fully flexible segment). The Gly-76 -Lys-63 isopeptide was modeled by including a set of distance restraints (unambiguous restraint distance) based on published interatomic distances for a peptide bond.
RESULTS

The EDA-ID-related D406V Mutation Impairs NF-B Activation by Altering the NEMO ZF-dependent Polyubiquitin
Binding Activity-Although studies on the D406V mutation found in a EDA-ID patient have already been reported (11, 25, 35) , the mutation effect on NF-B activation remains unclear as attenuated TNF-␣-induced NF-B activation was observed in one study (35) , whereas another reported no impairment of NF-B activation (25) . To clarify this point, we reconstituted NEMO-deficient Jurkat T lymphocytes or NEMO-deficient MEFs with either the mutant or the WT gene, and we tested their abilities to restore the NF-B activation. As shown in Fig.  1A , the mutant displays a severe NF-B activation defect after TNF-␣ and IL-1␤ stimulation in Jurkat T lymphocytes transiently transfected with an NF-B-dependent luciferase reporter construct. This mutation defect comprising 47 and 33% of activity compared with WT in response to IL-1␤ and TNF-␣, respectively, was not due to altered NEMO expression as the mutant and WT were expressed at similar levels (Fig. 1A) . No appreciable defect in NF-B activation was observed using the same NF-B reporter assay in stably reconstituted NEMOdeficient MEFs (not shown). Nevertheless, we could observe a slight, albeit significant reduction of IB degradation of the mutant after TNF stimulation in reconstituted NEMO-deficient MEFs retrovirally expressing either WT or mutant NEMO at the same level (Fig. 1B, upper panel) . The mutation defect was more easily detectable in an experiment in which IB resynthesis was blocked with cycloheximide ( Fig. 1B, lower  panel) . Hence, the D406V mutation led to a defect in NF-B activation, but the effect appeared to be more severe in Jurkat T lymphocytes than in fibroblast cells.
Next, we addressed the question of how the D406V mutation affects NEMO function. To this end, the polyubiquitin binding activity of NEMO, which is crucial for NF-B activation, was assessed by performing co-immunoprecipitation experiments. 293 T cells were transiently transfected with flagged-versions of the WT or D406V mutant or a ZF-deleted mutant as control, and the interaction between NEMO and the polyubiquitin chains was examined through a Western blot of the pulldown of FLAG-tagged NEMO and was revealed with an anti-ubiquitin antibody (Fig. 1C) . The single-point mutant D406V as well as the ZF-deleted mutant were unable to bind free or anchored polyubiquitin chains as compared with the WT (Fig. 1C) . Because NEMO ZF can function as an UBD in a NOA/UBANindependent manner (9), we next addressed whether this ubiquitin binding defect depends on the type of ubiquitin linkage. We first isolated FLAG-WT NEMO and its D406V mutant from 293T cells after a tandem affinity purification procedure that used His-DARPin beads (Fig. 1D) . The His-DARPin molecule is a strong binder of CC2-LZ, and the crystal structure of the complex showed that its interaction prevents the binding between the NOA UBD and polyubiquitin chains (22) . Once immobilized on His-DARPin beads, the NEMO protein was incubated with homologous linear (also called ␣-amino-or Met-1-linked), Lys-63, or Lys-48 tetra-ubiquitin chains, and the amount of ubiquitin bound was analyzed by immunoblotting. As shown in Fig. 1D , the D406V impaired the binding to Lys-63 chains as no specific complex between the mutant and Lys-63 or Lys-48 chains or between the WT and Lys-48 chains was observed. In the case of the binding study with linear chains, similar binding defects were obtained as we only observed a specific interaction between the WT and linear chains. However, a detailed analysis showed that the linear chain bound corresponded to a linear Ub3, likely due to an uncontrolled deubiquitinase activity in our assay. It is worth pointing out that no deubiquitinase inhibitor based on a thiol-specific reagent such as NEM or iodoacetamide could be added in the buffer, as these compounds may alter the ubiquitin binding activity of NEMO ZF by modifying the free cysteine residue at position 396. Thus, these data indicate that the defective D406V mutation in NF-B activation impairs ZF-dependent polyubiquitin binding activity toward Lys-63 and linear chains without any contribution of the NOA UBD.
The D406V Mutation Does Not Interfere with Either Zincinduced Folding of NEMO ZF or with Mono-ubiquitin-NEMO
ZF Binding-Because alteration of ubiquitin binding activity may result from impairment of the ZF structure, we next investigated whether the D406V mutation affects NEMO ZF folding. We previously showed that the F395W substitution in the ZF (ZF(W)) mutant peptide acts as a sensitive probe to monitor zinc-induced folding of ZF (15) . The WT and D406V ZF(W) peptides were then generated, and their fluorescence emission spectra were recorded in the presence or absence of zinc ( Fig.  2A) . Both WT and D406V ZF(W) peptides exhibit an increase in the fluorescence signal upon the addition of zinc with similar fluorescence quantum yield ratios of 1.4 and 1.3, respectively. To further characterize the zinc-induced folding, the metal binding stoichiometries were also evaluated using a 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol (PAR) colorimetric assay. At a concentration of 5 M, both WT and D406V ZF peptides bound a single zinc ion with a ZF:Zn 2ϩ stoichiometry of 1.2 Ϯ 0.2 and 0.9 Ϯ 0.1, respectively. Taken together, this indicates that the Asp-406 mutation does not dramatically affect the overall structure of ZF.
Next we generated the N-terminal fluorescein-coupled WT and D406V ZF peptides, denoted hereafter as F-ZF peptides, to determine the mono-ubiquitin binding affinity of the WT and D406V mutant by FP. Titration of these two F-ZF peptides with increasing concentrations of mono-ubiquitin resulted in a gradual increase in fluorescence polarization that is only observed in the presence of Zn 2ϩ , indicating that a proper zincinduced folding of ZF is required for specific binding to monoubiquitin (Fig. 2B) . Of note, no significant increase of FP signal was observed upon titration of F-ZF peptides with unlabeled ZF peptides or upon titration of the fluorescein alone with monoubiquitin. This indicates that the FP signal change of F-ZF upon ubiquitin titration is not due to any ubiquitin-dependent ZF:ZF interaction or nonspecific interaction between fluorescein and mono-ubiquitin. A dissociation constant (K D ) of 750 Ϯ 30 M was obtained for WT F-ZF at 25°C and pH 7.0, which is close to the value observed for D406V F-ZF at the same pH and temperature. Moreover, competition experiments of WT F-ZF with unlabeled ZF for the mono-ubiquitin binding gave an IC 50 value of 750 Ϯ 80 M similar to the K D of WT F-ZF (Fig. 2C) , again ruling out the possibility that the N-terminal fluorescein probe interferes with mono-ubiquitin binding. Hence, these data indicate that D406V mutation has no detrimental effect on monoubiquitin binding to NEMO ZF. This is consistent with the structural model of the ZF complex with mono-ubiquitin (15) .
The ZF UBD Contains Two Ubiquitin Binding Sites That Result in Preferential Binding to a Di-ubiquitin Chain-
The lack of correlation between in vivo (Fig. 1, C and D) and in vitro (Fig. 2B) effects of the D406V mutation on ubiquitin binding led . Affinity increases of only 2.5-and 3.5-fold were found for Lys-63 tri-and Poly 3-7 -Ub, respectively (not shown), suggesting that di-ubiquitin contains all determinants required to achieve an optimal interaction with ZF. The affinity gain for Lys-63 di-ubiquitin as compared with mono-ubiquitin could result from distinct or equivalent binding stoichiometries. This could not be accurately measured by fluorescence polarization, especially due to the low affinity of ZF for mono-ubiquitin. We, therefore, investigated the composition of the mono-ubiquitin⅐F-ZF and Lys-63 di-ubiquitin⅐F-ZF complexes by sedimentation velocity AUC (Fig. 3B and Table 1 ) and gel filtration (Fig. 3C ) using higher molar concentrations. A complex formation with either the mono-ubiquitin or Lys-63 di-ubiquitin was easily observed by recording the specific absorbance of the labeled ZF (F-ZF) at 485 nm in the presence or absence of different forms of ubiquitin (Fig. 3, B and C) . Strikingly, the mono-ubiquitin⅐ZF complex behaves as the Lys-63 di-ubiquitin⅐ZF complex with a sedimentation coefficient (S*) of 1.9 Ϯ 0.1 S (Table 1) , close to the value of 2.3 Ϯ 0.1 obtained with the Lys-63 di-ubiquitin⅐ZF complex and significantly different from the mono-ubiquitin alone (1.3 Ϯ 0.1 S) or F-ZF alone (1 Ϯ 0.1 S). The calculated molecular mass of the mono-ubiquitin⅐ZF complex was 20.8 Ϯ 2.3 kDa, and its binding stoichiometry calculated from absorbance measurements at 280 and 485 nm and interferometry (see "Experimental Procedures") corresponds to two mono-ubiquitins bound per ZF peptide. On the other hand, the binding stoichiometry of ZF⅐Lys-63 di-ubiquitin complex was quite different with one di-ubiquitin chain bound to one ZF molecule (experimental molecular mass ϭ 19.0 Ϯ 2.3 kDa). Similar bind- 
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ing stoichiometries were observed at 4°C in gel filtration as the elution volume of mono-ubiquitin⅐ZF complex, which is markedly different from elution volume of the ZF or mono-ubiquitin alone, was almost the same as that of Lys-63 di-ubiquitin⅐ZF complex (Fig. 3C) . Other minor and transient complexes corresponding to heavier Lys-63-di-ubiquitin⅐ZF complexes were observed only in gel filtration, possibly due to temperature and hydrostatic pressure differences between gel filtration and SV-AUC (see "Discussion"). Binding studies of F-ZF were also performed in SV-AUC with Lys-48-linked or linear di-ubiquitin (Table 1) . A binding stoichiometry of 1:1 was observed with either Lys-48-or linear di-ubiquitin, indicating that the same complex stoichiometry was found for different forms of di-ubiquitin (Lys-48, Lys-63, and linear). Taken together, theses results indicate that NEMO ZF contains two ubiquitin binding sites, which give to the NEMO ZF a higher binding affinity to di-ubiquitin than to mono-ubiquitin. 
Other ZF Domains Exhibit Ubiquitin Binding Properties Similar to That of NEMO ZF-Previous
studies showed that the NEMO ZF can be functionally replaced with the ZF of Optineurin (also called NRP) or ABIN2, suggesting that the three ZFs display similar ubiquitin binding properties. A pleiotropic role of Optineurin has been reported in protein secretion (36) , PRR (pattern recognition receptor)-dependent innate antiviral response (37) , autophagy (38) , and cell cycle (38) , whereas the role of ABIN2 is poorly understood despite its clear co-involvement with the TPL-2 MEK kinase in the Erk MAPK pathway (39) . Sequence alignment of NEMO ZF with NRP and ABIN2 ZF counterparts from several species predicts that both NRP and ABIN2 ZFs adopt a classical ␤␤␣-fold characteristic of the CCHC-type zinc finger family (Fig. 4A) . Interestingly, the aspartic acid residue at position 406 in NEMO ZF is strictly conserved in NRP and ABIN ZFs, highlighting the functional importance of this residue within ZF domains. To examine the ubiquitin binding properties of NRP and ABIN2 ZFs, we generated two N-terminal fluorescein-labeled ZF peptides and tested their abilities to bind mono-ubiquitin or Lys-63-di-ubiquitin by fluorescence polarization. Like NEMO ZF, zinc-dependent ubiquitin binding was observed with both NRP and ABIN2 peptides (not shown). Moreover, the ZF of NRP and ABIN2 also exhibit a strong preference for Lys-63 di-ubiquitin binding with affinities that are 31-and 55-fold increased, respectively, as compared with affinities with mono-ubiquitin (Fig. 4B) . Hence, the preferential di-ubiquitin binding of NEMO ZF is not unique. This property is shared with ABIN2 and NRP ZFs, which belong to the same NEMO-related ZF family.
The Functional Defect Induced by the D406V Mutation Is Due to a Specific Binding Defect with Lys-63 and Linear Di-ubiquitin-
To quantitatively determine whether the D406V mutation affects binding to a di-ubiquitin chain of different linkage, the complex formation between the fluorescein-labeled WT and D406V F-ZF peptides and various forms of di-ubiquitin (Lys-48, Lys-63, and linear) were analyzed by gel filtration (Fig. 5A) , and the dissociation constants (K D ) were determined by fluorescence polarization (Fig. 5B) , albeit performed at different temperatures. In gel filtration, higher amounts of linear and Lys-63 di-ubiquitins interact with the WT F-ZF compared with Lys-48 di-ubiquitin. This little preference of F-ZF for Lys-63 and linear di-ubiquitin compared with Lys-48 di-Ub was confirmed by fluorescence polarization data, as similar K D (38 and 39 M, respectively) were obtained for Lys-63 and linear diubiquitin, whereas the K D for Lys-48 di-ubiquitin was 113 Ϯ 11 M. More importantly, when we compared the WT F-ZF with its D406V mutant upon gel filtration, an impairment of the binding to Lys-63 and linear di-ubiquitin was observed with the mutant. By contrast, no detectable effect on the binding to the Lys-48 di-ubiquitin was observed as similar amounts of complex with the WT and mutant were detected. All these gel filtration data were further confirmed by a more quantitative binding assay using fluorescence polarization. Indeed, the mutation preferentially alters the Lys-63 and linear binding as their K D values are 3.4-and 2.8-fold increased, respectively, as compared with the WT, and this effect appears to be specific as similar K D values of 113 Ϯ 11 and 90 Ϯ 8 M for Lys-48-diubiquitin were observed with the WT and the mutant. Our in vitro data with the isolated ZF hence correlate with those with the NEMO full length. This provides an explanation of why the D406V mutation induces such an alteration of the NF-B pathway, causing the EDA-ID pathology. The functional defect is not due to an incapacity to fold but rather is due to a specific binding defect with Lys-63 and linear di-ubiquitins but not with mono-or Lys-48 di-ubiquitins.
Structure-guided Mapping and Mutagenesis to Elucidate the Second Ubiquitin Binding
Site in NEMO ZF-Complete characterization of the EDA-ID-related D406V mutant prompted us to pursue the exact localization of the second ubiquitin binding site within the ZF domain. Despite the use of extensive crystallization conditions and of numerous ZF mutants with a reduced surface entropy (40) , no diffraction quality co-crystal could be obtained with the ZF and mono-ubiquitin or any diubiquitin (linear, Lys-48, or Lys-63 chains). Extensive mutagenesis was then conducted on the NEMO ZF to map the second ubiquitin interface. The rationale for the design of mutants depicted in Fig. 6, A and B , was structurally guided by (i) our prior mutagenesis and NMR studies showing one ubiquitin binding site along the ZF ␣-helix and (ii) the fact that no residue forming the hydrophobic core or zinc-tetra-coordination could be mutated without dramatic destabilization of the ZF structure. We reasoned that if the ZF structure can be compared C.
FIGURE 6. Rationale for the design of mutants in NEMO ZF.
A, different views of the model of the NEMO-ZF-mono-ubiquitin complex previously described in Ref. 15 . The ␤␤␣ structure of NEMO ZF is shown in a surface representation, and the mono-ubiquitin is shown in ribbon representation. Residues of NEMO ZF that were mutated for structure-function analysis are indicated in different colors. B, schematic view of the complex, with the ZF depicted as a rectangular box, and residues color-coded as in A. The back face represents the previously characterized binding site of ZF that contacts ubiquitin along the ␣-helix. All mutations designed for identification of the second binding site lie on each potential ubiquitin binding face. C, binding free energy differences of mutants relative to the WT for mono-Ub and different forms of di-ubiquitin (linear, Lys-48-linked, and Lys-63-linked). Binding free energy differences (⌬⌬G mu-wt ) extrapolated at 20°C were calculated from binding affinity values provided in Table 2 . Binding affinities of WT ZF and its mutants were determined at 25°C by fluorescence polarization. Positive ⌬⌬G mu-wt values indicate that the mutation reduces the complex affinity, whereas negative values indicate that the mutation induces an affinity increase. Asterisks denote the two mutants, F395I and Y402F, that exhibit sigmoidal binding curves for mono-ubiquitin and linear di-Ub, respectively.
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with a rectangular box with one face representing the previously characterized mono-ubiquitin binding site, we could implement a non-biased strategy to map the second binding site by considering all mutations on the other five faces. Out of 28 residues forming the ZF, we generated 13 novel single-point and double ZF mutants such that each mutant represented a potential binding face. The double V414S/M415S mutant was used as a control for the prior ubiquitin binding site located along the ␣-helix. All mutants were N-terminal fluoresceinlabeled and tested by fluorescence polarization for their ability to bind mono-ubiquitin, Lys-48, Lys-63, or linear di-ubiquitin. Fig. 6C summarizes the binding free energy difference of all these mutants relative to the WT (⌬⌬G mut-wt ), calculated from the dissociation constants shown in Table 2 . All mutations, except V414S/M415S (control), D394R, F395I, and E416R mutants, have negligible effects on mono-ubiquitin binding. For instance, the D406R mutant, which bears an opposite charge compared with WT, displays a ⌬⌬G mu-wt of only 0.25 Ϯ 0.1 kJ⅐mol
Ϫ1
, calculated from K D values of 830 Ϯ 70 and 750 Ϯ 30 M for the D406R mutant and WT, respectively. Two mutants, F395I and Y402F, behaved differently as compared with other mutants, as the binding curves of F395I for mono-Ub and of Y402F for linear di-Ub were not hyperbolic, reflecting cooperative binding. Interestingly, the mutants that induced a positive (reduced affinity) or negative (increased affinity) ⌬⌬G mu-wt for binding to Lys-63 di-ubiquitin gave similar effects upon binding to linear di-ubiquitin, suggesting a similar binding mode. On the other hand, the binding mode of Lys-48 di-ubiquitin appears to be different from Lys-63 or linear chains as some mutants exhibit opposite effects upon Lys-48 or Lys-63 di-ubiquitin binding. This is the case for instance of the D394R and E419R mutations, which give, respectively, negative ⌬⌬G mu-wt values of Ϫ0.5 and Ϫ2.8 kJ⅐mol Ϫ1 for Lys-48 binding and positive values of ϩ2.5 kJ⅐mol Ϫ1 and ϩ1.5 kJ⅐mol Ϫ1 for Lys-63 binding. The greatest effects on Lys-63 or linear binding were for the three mutants, F395V, F395L, and F395I, which bear mutations spatially close to Asp-406 and Asp-394 in the ZF structure. Besides, these mutation effects remain minor on mono-ubiquitin binding, indicating a specific effect on di-ubiquitin binding. Taken together, our mutagenesis data provide evidence that the second ubiquitin binding site is centered around the triad of acidic and hydrophobic residues Asp-394, Phe-395, and Asp-406.
DISCUSSION
Most EDA-ID patients bearing hypomorphic mutations in the NEMO ZF showed various levels of impairment of NF-B activation in response to multiple stimuli, including LPS, TNF-␣, IL-1␤, and CD40L. In the case of a patient bearing the C417F EDA-ID mutation, the relevant functional defect was shown to be due to the alteration of the ZF structure as the mutation impedes the proper tetrahedral coordination of the zinc atom (14) . Similar structural perturbations may be found in C417R/Y EDA-ID patients exhibiting impairments of NF-B activation (25, 41) due to the inability of the Arg/Tyr residues to properly chelate a zinc atom. Here, we show that the D406V EDA-ID mutation does not alter the ZF structure as judged by fluorescence spectroscopy and metal binding colorimetric assay. Nevertheless, this single-point mutation is sufficient to reduce NF-B activation. Furthermore, we show that the level of impairment of NF-B activation is cell-and stimulus-specific, with a greater defect in Jurkat T lymphocytes than in fibroblasts and a more reduced-NF-B activation by TNF-␣ compared with IL-1␤ (Fig. 1A) or LPS (not shown). This is consistent with previous data attributing a stimulus-specific role of the NEMO ZF in NF-B activation (10, 11, 14, 42) . The defective D406V mutation is due to a specific impairment in binding to free or anchored polyubiquitin chains (Fig. 1C) , and both gel filtration and fluorescence polarization methods using the isolated ZF reveal that the D406V mutation preferentially impairs linear and Lys-63 di-Ub binding over Lys-48 one or mono-ubiquitin (Fig. 4, A and B) . A similar ubiquitin binding defect of D406V mutant was also observed with the full length NEMO in a NOA-independent manner (Fig. 1D ). This mutational effect observed in vitro with the individual ZF UBD could appear modest (3-fold in K D ) in comparison to the strong effect observed in vivo in the context of the full length NEMO (Fig. 1,  C and D) . One possible explanation could be in the ability of the ZF-containing NEMO to dimerize via its coiled-coil domains. Indeed, NEMO dimerization could spatially bring two ZF UBDs together in a more closed space, which may result in enhanced poly-Ub binding by an avidity-based mechanism. In line with this, it is interesting to note that heavier complexes with a binding stoichiometry of two ZF bound to two di-Ub chains were observed in gel filtration even with the individual ZF. These ubiquitin complexes, which could represent a cellular scenario with the ZF-containing NEMO, were only observed with Lys-63 and linear linkages and were totally disrupted by the D406V mutation.
Another important point to consider is the different temperatures used in all ubiquitin binding experiments. Indeed, a standard GST pulldown assay showed that a GST-tagged version of ZF (residues 363-419) forms a stable complex with a linear tetra-ubiquitin chain at 4°C, but not at room temperature, indicating that the in vitro stability of the poly-Ub⅐ZF complex dramatically decreases at room temperature (not shown). Thus, this temperature-dependent binding of NEMO ZF likely provides a simple explanation for the differences in affinity that have been observed in gel filtration or tetra-ubiquitin pulldown assays at 4°C and at 25°C in fluorescence polarization.
Comparative binding studies of mono-Ub or di-Ub to ZF by SV-AUC and gel filtration clearly demonstrate the existence of two ubiquitin sites within one ZF molecule. The binding stoichiometry of the ZF⅐mono-Ub complex formerly considered 1:1 on the basis of fluorescence titration and 15 N NMR relaxation (15) could not be accurately determined for the following reasons: (i) the binding affinity of ZF for mono-Ub measured by fluorescence spectroscopy is too low to ideally perform ZF titrations under stoichiometric conditions (i.e. [ZF] Ϸ K D ), and (ii) the isotropic rotational correlation time of the mono-Ub⅐ZF complex ( c ) calculated from 15 N NMR relaxation can only yield a rough estimate of the molecular mass as it is also related to overall molecular shape. To identify the second Ub binding site, extensive crystallization assays of NEMO ZF with different di-Ub linkage or mono-Ub were performed. Unfortunately, no useful crystal could be obtained. Even the use of ZF variants with reduced surface entropy such as K399A/E419A failed to produce any crystals. A HADDOCK model was then generated on the basis of our previous NMR titration with 15 N-enriched mono-Ub (15) and extensive mutagenesis data on NEMO ZF (Fig. 6 and Table 2 ). Fig. 7 shows a low energy structure of the NEMO ZF complex with a Lys-63 di-Ub, taking into account that only mutations that induce a difference of binding free energy (⌬⌬G mu-wt ) greater than 1 kJ⅐mol Ϫ1 at 293 K point out the interfacing residues of ZF involved in the interaction (active residues in HADDOCK docking procedure).
The hydrophobic patch of the distal ubiquitin, which is formed by Leu-8, Ile-44, and Val-70, interacts with the hydrophobic side of the ZF ␣-helix in a manner close to the binding A. with mono-Ub (15) . This hydrophobic patch is recognized by the first Ub binding site of ZF, which is mainly composed of the hydrophobic side chains of Val-414 and Met-415. The second Ub binding site, which is formed by the Phe-395-centered patch of the ZF, interacts with the hydrophobic cleft of the proximal ubiquitin, consisting of Ile-44, Leu-6, Val-70, His-68, and Gly-47. The insertion of Phe-395 into this cleft makes its aromatic side chain completely hidden from the solvent. In addition to the Phe-395-centered hydrophobic core, the second ubiquitin binding site is composed of negatively charged residues such as Asp-406 and Asp-394 at its periphery. The Asp-406 side chain forms a salt bridge with Lys-48 of the proximal ubiquitin, whereas Asp-394 forms a salt bridge with Arg-42 of the same ubiquitin moiety.
To further determine the functional importance of the ZF second ubiquitin binding site, we mutated the Phe-395 residue forming the hydrophobic core of the ZF second ubiquitin binding site by either the polar residue, Ser, or the aromatic residue, Trp. NEMO-deficient Jurkat T cells were then transiently reconstituted with either the WT or the F395W or F395S NEMO mutant, and we tested their abilities to restore the TNF-␣-induced NF-B activation using a NF-B gene reporter assay (Fig. 7, C and D) . Both F395W and F395S mutants were expressed with expression levels comparable to that of WT. Consistent with our structural model, the F395W mutant exhibits a NF-B activation level similar to the WT. On the other hand, the F395S mutant did not completely restore the NF-B activation, displaying only 38 Ϯ 5% of activity compared with the WT in response to TNF-␣, indicating that the Phe-395-centered hydrophobic patch on NEMO ZF should be preserved for a full NF-B activation. Moreover, these data provide strong evidences that the Phe to Trp substitution at position 395 can act as a sensitive probe for monitoring the folding or ubiquitin binding by fluorescence ( Fig. 2A) as the F395W mutant is able to restore the NF-B activation as efficiently as WT NEMO.
Finally, our thorough analysis of the NEMO ZF confirms that it individually forms a functional UBD domain. Some linkage preference with Lys-63 and linear di-Ub over Lys-48 di-Ub was observed by the use of three quantitative biochemical methods such as SV-AUC, gel filtration, and fluorescent polarization. These latter methods appear to be more appropriate to detect linkage preference of any UBD for poly-Ub because they do not generate linkage-preference artifacts such as the one produced in GST pulldown assays or SPR assays when a bivalent antibody is used (43) . The slight linkage preference for Lys-63 or linear di-Ubs is likely due to the different conformations between Lys-48 di-Ub and linear or Lys-63 di-Ub (44). Indeed, crystal or solution structures demonstrate more favorable access of hydrophobic patches of the distal and proximal ubiquitins in Lys-63 or linear di-Ub compared with the hydrophobic patchto-patch contact observed between Ub monomers in Lys-48 di-Ub. Moreover, the salt bridge between the ZF Asp-406 and Lys-48 of the proximal ubiquitin of a Lys-63 di-Ub chain (Fig. 7 , A and B) may contribute to this linkage preference with Lys-63 or linear di-Ub over Lys-48 di-Ub, as the Lys-48 residue is engaged in the isopeptide bond in the Lys-48 di-Ub and can no longer form a salt bridge with Asp-406. Nevertheless, it is important to note that even if a small linkage preference for linear and Lys-63 di-Ub over Lys-48 di-Ub is reported here (only 3-fold in K D ), it is not sufficient to consider the individual ZF UBD as a specific UBD domain for linear or Lys-63 chains, particularly when compared with other linkage-specific ZF modules such as TAB2/ TAB3 NZF (Lys-63) or HOIL-1L NZF (linear).
In addition to its distal ZF UBD, NEMO contains the well characterized NOA/UBAN UBD, which individually exhibits an intrinsic linkage specificity for linear chains compared with Lys-48 and Lys-63 di-Ub (5, 45) . We previously showed that these tandem UBDs contained in the NEMO C terminus, denoted NOAZ (residues 241-419 in human), enhance affinity and specificity for Lys-63 poly-Ub over linear poly-Ub (12), consistent with recent work on multiple UBD-containing ubiquitin receptors (46) . However, two recent reports were unable to observe this linkage-preference avidity using conventional GST/maltose-binding protein (MBP) pulldown assay (47) or microscale thermophoresis (48) . Beside artificial linkage-preference generated by GST or maltose-binding protein dimerization in pulldown assays (43, 49) , one explanation could be in the binding stoichiometry differences of the NOA/UBAN UBD for linear and Lys-63 chains. Indeed, the dimeric NOA UBD binds two linear di-Ub chains as judged from the crystal structure or AUC-SV (50), whereas it only interacts with one Lys-63 di-Ub or longer Lys-63 chain in ITC (45) or AUC. 5 This stoichiometry difference could have an important impact on the results, as higher amounts of linear chain versus Lys-63 can be pulled down by the same amount of NOA UBD, possibly yielding an apparent linkage selectivity for linear chains in pulldown assays. In microscale thermophoresis, binding measurements were made using a variable concentration of unlabeled NEMO and a modified version of di-Ub, which was labeled in a non-site-specific manner with a fluorescent dye containing an amine-reactive group. These latter conditions could preclude avid binding because modification of lysine residues or ␣-amino group on ubiquitin by the reactive fluorescent dye could disrupt the ZF UBD binding. Moreover, it is important to consider that the reverse titration using a fixed concentration of NEMO and variable concentrations of ubiquitin could be a more sensitive approach to monitor the contribution of each UBD upon avid binding. Hence, conclusions about the role of tandem NEMO UBDs will require careful structural and biochemical studies to determine the precise mechanism of recognition to different poly-Ub topologies within polyubiquitin chains.
Another complication making it challenging to observe the linkage-specific avidity resides in the fact that a Pro-rich linker of about 40 amino acids separates NOA and ZF UBDs. This linker does not adopt a rigid structure as judged from our circular dichroism measurements. Recent work on tandem UIM UBDs found in Vps27 and Rap80 proteins has proven the importance of the ␣-helical linker structure to bring binding units together in space and to provide the maximum opportunity for high affinity and highly linkage-selective interactions (51) . In the flexible NEMO linker, optimum structure for tightly coupling ZF and NOA binding units in space is presumably governed by the trans or cis conformation of proline residues. Incorrect cis or trans population of some proline residues produced by overexpression in Escherichia coli (52) or the lack of a specific eukaryotic binding partner could make them inefficient for avid binding. Our recent work supports this notion as different conformations of NEMO linkers based on CD and multiangle light scattering (MALS) experiments could be observed. 5 Structural determination of both ZF and NOA UBDs in complex with linear or Lys-63 polyubiquitin chains, albeit challenging, will undoubtedly provide a molecular basis for explaining how NEMO achieves chain-length preference, linkage preference, and affinity to ubiquitins.
